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Wooden baby toys have been popular for centuries. Traditionally this was one of the only materials
available for the use of toys. However over the years the benefits of using wood to make toys have
ensured that these traditional designs have remained popular to this day.

Although you can now buy baby toys made from a wide range of materials wooden baby toys are
still highly thought of. They make wonderful gifts for babies and can offer educational advantages
that can be lacking from some of the more modern toy designs.

Here are just three of the main benefits of quality hand selected wooden baby toys.

1. Durability

Solid wood is a very robust material that can be treated and shaped into attractive and highly
durable wooden baby toys. These quality toys are built to last and can provide many years of
enjoyment for families. Wooden toys for babies need to stand up to some rough play. They will most
likely be dropped, thrown and bashed against things as babies explore their environments and their
growing skills. This is why it is important to buy quality wooden baby toys that will last.

2. Imaginative Play

Wooden baby toys can offer the room for the imagination to flourish and grow. They provide babies
with the chance to develop their own play times and create games and stories that amuse them.

â€¢ Wooden toys are blank canvases upon which children of all ages can develop imaginative play
that enables them to expand and create their own worlds.

â€¢ One of the problems with many modern toys is that they often represent particular characters.
This can inhibit imagination in many cases as babies and young children will be limited to how these
characters behave in the television programs, movies or comic books they have already seen them
in.

â€¢ Wooden toys for baby represent less restrictive shapes and figures to expand rather than inhibit
creativity.

3. Education

As well as developing imaginative play quality hand selected wooden baby toys can also provide
many educational opportunities. Babies learn all the time. Their brains and bodies develop at a
phenomenal rate and so it is important you are providing them with opportunities to learn through
play. Quality wooden baby toys can provide great educational environments to assist with the
development of key skills.

â€¢ For example simple building blocks can provide a number of learning opportunities from
developing spatial awareness to hand-eye coordination.

â€¢ Learning can be enhanced even further if the blocks are decorated with shapes, colours, letters
and numbers.
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â€¢ Bead Stations are also fun baby toys and can assist babies with colour and shape recognition and
developing fine motor skills.

When choosing wooden baby toys look for quality products that can provide children with
opportunities for imaginative and educational play.
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